# Bloom's Taxonomy & Pinterest

## Create
- Build a resource board for a unit as a class with a community board
- Plan an event by collecting ideas & organizing tasks on a board
- Design a mockup marketing board for a new company
- Invent a new feature for Pinterest
- Curate a news board with pins to credible news articles

## Evaluate
- Predict Pinterest trends based on repins & likes
- Convince someone of an argument with only 10 pins
- Justify Pinterest as a valid source of information
- Assess a Pinterest user's credibility and reach
- Conduct a debate on a topic using comments & pins for evidence

## Analyze
- Compare & contrast Pinterest to other forms of social media
- Examine famous people's pinboards for bias
- Advertise for a product with a pinboard
- Identify what a credible pin looks like on Pinterest

## Apply
- Paraphrase pinned articles with captions
- Translate a board & its captions into another language
- Illustrate concepts by pinning descriptive images with no captions
- Collect current events articles & images as a class

## Understand
- Classify objects by organizing pins into relevant boards
- Summarize texts visually with a limited amount of pins
- Convert a written bibliography into a pinboard
- Retell a story using pins and captions

## Remember
- Label by pinning images & adding captions
- List terms and objects with pins & captions
- Define vocabulary on a board with captions & an image of the term